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Abstract
The low hierarchy within NP and the extended low hierarchy have turned
out to be very useful in classifying many interesting language classes We
relocate P poly from the third level EL
P 

Balcazar et al 	
 to the
third level EL
P 

of the extended low hierarchy The location of P poly in
EL
P 

is optimal since as shown by Allender and Hemachandra 		 there
exist sparse sets that are not contained in the next lower level EL
P 

 As a
consequence of our result all NP sets in P poly are relocated from the third
level L
P 

Ko and Schoning 	
 to the third level L
P 

of the low
hierarchy
  Introduction
Based on ideas from recursive function theory Schoning Sc introduced the low
and high hierarchies inside NP which turned out to be very useful in classifying
decision problems in NP not known to be NPcomplete or in P	 In order to cha
racterize the complexity of language classes not contained in NP this idea was
extended by Balc
azar Book and Schoning BBS who dened the extended low
and high hierarchies for denitions see Section 	
Intuitively the low and high hierarchies classify sets according to how much
information they provide for the various levels of the polynomialtime hierarchy
when used as an oracle	 The polynomialtime hierarchy introduced by Meyer and
Stockmeyer MS St has been recently extended to the levels by Wag
ner Wag who demonstrated their robustness and importance by establishing
a variety of characterizations for them	 The low and high hierarchies originally
introduced only on the base of the levels were subsequently rened to include

also the levels corresponding to the  and levels of the polynomialtime hier
archy Sca AH LS	 Very recently Sheu and Long SL proved that the
extended low hierarchy is an innite hierarchy	
All sets that could be located within the low hierarchies roughly fall into two
categories	 Either they have low complexity i	e	 they are close to the class P as
for example the primality Pr and the graph isomorphism Sc problems or
they have low information content like sparse sets or sets reducible to or equivalent
to sparse or tally sets via dierent kinds of reducibilities	 In the past a variety
of language classes has been shown to be included in the low hierarchies for an
overview see for example Sca AH LS HOW AKM	 Allender and
Hemachandra AH and Long and Sheu LS proved the optimality of the
location of almost all these classes at least in some relativized world	 However
until now the exact location of sets having polynomial size circuits remained open	
In research from the early s to the present there has been considerable
interest in the question of whether intractable sets possibly have polynomial size
circuits	 For example Karp and Lipton together with Sipser KL proved that
no NPcomplete set has polynomial size circuits unless the polynomial time hierar
chy collapses to its second level	 In their fundamental work Karp and Lipton give
useful characterizations of various nonuniform classes in terms of advice classes	 In
this framework sets having polynomial size circuits are precisely the sets in P poly
i	e	 they are decidable in polynomial time with the help of a polynomial length
bounded advice function Pi	 Furthermore the class P poly can be equivalently
characterized as the class of sets that are polynomialtime Turing reducible to some
sparse set due to A	 Meyer BH	
Ko and Schoning KS showed that all NP sets in P poly are contained in
the L
P 

level of the low hierarchy	 This result is incomparable to the result of
Karp Lipton and Sipser mentioned above showing that all selfreducible NP sets
in P poly are contained in L
P 

	 Later on Balc
azar Book and Schoning BBS
located all of P poly in the EL
P 

level of the extended low hierarchy	
In the present paper we relocate P poly from EL
P 

two levels lower in the third
level EL
P 

	 Since there exists a sparse set that is not contained in EL
P 

AH
P poly is not contained in the next lower level of the extended low hierarchy	 The
EL
P 

lower bound for sparse sets was recently improved by Long and Sheu LS
see Section 	 These lower bounds indicate that the location of P poly in EL
P 

is optimal	 Furthermore our proof of the containment of P poly in EL
P 

actually
shows that all sets in the class NP   coNP poly

are in EL
P 

	 As a consequence
all NP sets in NP   coNP poly are located in the third level L
P 

of the low
hierarchy	 Hence there exists no 
SN
T
complete set for NP in NP   coNP poly
unless the polynomialtime hierarchy collapses to 
P

	
Of course it is not possible to obtain absolute lower bounds on the location of
 
Though the EL
P 

lowness of P poly BBS can be extended to NP poly   coNP poly
He	
 it remains open whether this superclass of NP   coNP poly cf GB	 can also be
relocated in EL
P 



classes in the low hierarchy unless we are able to prove that P  NP	 The best
known relativized lower bound on the location of NP P poly in the low hierarchy
is due to Long and Sheu who constructed a recursive oracle set relative to which
some cosparse set in NP is not contained in L
P 

LS	
Our proof showing that P poly is contained in EL
P 

is based on a new upper
bound on the complexity of computing small descriptions that is small circuits or
more generally correct advice for sets in P poly	 Gavalda and Watanabe GW
observed that the techniques in KS Sca show that for every set A  P poly
polynomial size circuits can be computed in F
P

A	 Recently Gavalda Gab
proved an incomparable upper bound namely FPNPA  
P

 thus decreasing
the power needed to access the relevant information in A on the cost of increa
sing the complexity of the unrelativized part of the computation	 In his proof
Gavalda applied Angluins majority vote strategy An to guide the search for
correct advice and he used and extended Sipsers hashing technique Si St
to estimate the number of advice strings with certain properties	 Building on the
ideas developed by Gavalda we unify the F
P

A and the FPNPA
P

 upper
bounds to FPNPA  
P

	
By rening the techniques used to obtain our new complexity bound on com
puting correct advice and by applying a census argument we show in a further
step that for every set A in P poly advice can be checked by an NPNP  A al
gorithm that gets the advice of a suitable F
P

NP  A function	 Based on this
upper bound the EL
P 

lowness of P poly is easily obtained by applying an oracle
replacement technique	
The paper is organized as follows	 Section  introduces notation and gives basic
denitions	 Furthermore we review some lowness results related to our work	
In Section  we prove the new complexity bound for computing correct advice	
From this result we derive also a new upper bound for the complexity of tally set
descriptions for languages in P poly	
In Section  we prove as the main result of the paper that P poly and
NP   coNP poly are located in the EL
P 

level of the extended low hierarchy	
Finally in Section  we argue that this placement is optimal by showing that
the class of sparse sets is not contained in any reasonable level below EL
P 

	
 Preliminaries and notation
All languages are over the binary alphabet   f g	 The length of a string
x  
 
is denoted by jxj	 For a language A let A
n
A
n
 denote the set of all
strings in A of length n up to length n respectively	 The characteristic function
of A is dened as Ax   if x  A and Ax   otherwise	 The cardinality
of a nite set A is denoted by jAj	 For a class C of sets coC denotes the class
f
 
A j A  Cg of complements of the sets in C	
A set T is called tally if T  
 
	 A set S is called sparse if the cardinality of

Sn
is bounded above by a polynomial in n	 TALLY denotes the class of all tally
sets and SPARSE denotes the class of all sparse sets	 The join of two sets A
and B is A  B  fx j x  Ag  fx j x  Bg	 The join of language classes
is dened analogously	 To encode pairs or tuples of strings we use a standard
polynomialtime computable pairing function denoted by h	 	i whose inverses are
also computable in polynomial time	 N denotes the set of nonnegative integers	
We assume that the reader is familiar with fundamental complexity theoretic
concepts such as oracle Turing machines and the polynomialtime hierarchy see
for example BDG Sca	
The class P was introduced by Valiant Va and contains for every decision
problem in NP the corresponding counting version i	e	 the problem to determine
the number of dierent solutions for a given instance x	 Formally a function f is
in P if there exists a polynomialtime nondeterministic Turing machine M such
that M on input x has exactly fx many accepting computation paths	
Karp and Lipton KL introduced the notion of advice functions in order to
provide a general framework to characterize nonuniform complexity classes	 For a
class C of sets and a class F of functions from 
 
to 
 
 let C F be the class of sets
A such that there is a set B  C and a function h  F such that for all x  
 

x  A
 hx h
jxj
i  B
The function h is called an advice function for A and B is the corresponding in
terpreter set	 Note that the advice string h
jxj
 which is given to B along with x
depends only on the length of x	 Intuitively C F is the class of sets that can be
recognized given the power captured by the complexity class C plus an amount of
advice provided by some function in F 	 One of the best studied nonuniform comple
xity classes is P poly where poly contains all functions h such that jh
n
j  pn
for some xed polynomial p	 By imposing a complexity bound on the advice func
tion class F  the C F notation can also be used to characterize uniform complexity
classes see e	g	 Ka KT	
The reducibilities discussed in this paper are the standard polynomialtime re
ducibilities dened by Ladner Lynch and Selman LLS and the following one
denoted by 
SN
T
	 We write A
SN
T
B if A  NPB   coNPB	 Relation 
SN
T
is
called strong nondeterministic polynomialtime Turing reducibility and was intro
duced by Long Lo	
For an oracle set A PA resp	 NPA is the class of all languages LMA
accepted by some deterministic resp	 nondeterministic polynomialtime oracle
machine M relative to A	 We write L  NP

A if M asks at most one query on
each nondeterministic computation path	 If additionally M accepts if and only if
the answer is  yes resp	  no then we write L  NP
m
A resp	 L  NP
m
A	
An oracle machine M is called nonadaptive if M computes a list of all queries
before actually asking any query to the oracle! otherwise M is adaptive	 The class
of languages respectively functions computed by some nonadaptive deterministic

polynomialtime oracle machine with an oracle from some class C is denoted by
P
tt
C respectively FP
tt
C	
A deterministic polynomialtime oracle machine resp	 oracle transducer that
asks on inputs of length n at most Olog n adaptive queries to its oracle is called
a machine resp	 transducer	 For a set A the class A LS contains all
languages LMA accepted by some machineM using oracle A	 The   and
levels of the relativized polynomialtime hierarchy MS St LS Wag
are dened as follows" 
	
A  
	
A  
	
A  PA and for k   
k
A 
NP
k
A 
k
A  P
k
A 
P
k
A  
P
k
A	 Similarly for k 
 F
P
k
A  FP
P
k
A and F
P
k
A  F
P
k
A where FPA resp	
FA is the class containing all functions computable by some polynomialtime
transducer resp	 transducer under oracle A	
Schoning Sc Sca dened the  and levels

of the low hierarchy inside
NP	 Recently the low hierarchy was rened by Long and Sheu LS based on the
levels of the polynomialtime hierarchy	
Denition  Sc	 Sc
a	 LS The   and levels of the low hierarchy
denoted L
P 
k
 L
P 
k
 and L
P 
k
 respectively and of the high hierarchy denoted
H
P 
k
 H
P 
k
 and H
P 
k
 respectively are dened as follows
a L
P 
k
 fA  NP j 
P
k
A  
P
k
g H
P 
k
 fA  NP j 
P
k

 
P
k
Ag k  
b L
P 
k
 fA  NP j 
P
k
A  
P
k
g H
P 
k
 fA  NP j 
P
k

 
P
k
Ag k  
c L
P 
k
 fA  NP j 
P
k
A  
P
k
g H
P 
k
 fA  NP j 
P
k

 
P
k
Ag k  
Thus a set A  NP is in the low hierarchy if A when used as an oracle does not
provide any additional power to one of the levels of the polynomialtime hierarchy	
In contrast if A provides some level of the polynomialtime hierarchy with the
whole power of the class NP then A belongs to the high hierarchy	 The most
important fact about sets located in the low hierarchy is that they cannot be at
the same time in any level of the high hierarchy and therefore they cannot be NP
complete under any reasonable reducibility unless the polynomialtime hierarchy
collapses	 The following proposition lists some basic properties of the low and high
hierarchies inside NP	
Proposition  Sc	 Sc
a	 LS
i L
P 
	
 L
P 

 L
P 

 P
ii L
P 

 NP   coNP

Following Long and Sheu we use the notation L
P 
k
 L
P 
k
 H
P 
k
 H
P 
k
 EL
P 
k
 and EL
P 
k
instead of the original notation Sc
 Sca BBS AH	 L
P
k

b
L
P
k
 H
P
k

b
H
P
k
 EL
k
 and
c
EL
k
for the
 and levels of the low high and extended low hierarchies respectively

iii For each k   L
P 
k
 L
P 
k
 L
P 
k
 L
P 
k

iv H
P 
	
 H
P 

 H
P 

 fA j A is 
P
T
complete for NPg
v H
P 

 fA j A is 
SN
T
complete for NPg
vi For each k   H
P 
k
 H
P 
k
 H
P 
k
 H
P 
k

As shown in Ka LS all tally and all sparse sets in NP are contained in
L
P 

	 Since L
P 

 NP coNP the question whether all tally sets in NP are already
contained in the next lower level L
P 

is equivalent to the open problem whether the
class NE  NTIME
On
 is closed under complementation Bo	 By the recent
result of Buhrman Longpr
e and Spaan that every sparse set conjunctively reduces
to a tally set BLS it easily follows that there exist tally sets in NPcoNP if and
only if there exist sparse sets in NP coNP see also HY	 As a consequence
the existence of sparse sets in L
P 

 L
P 

is equivalent to the existence of tally
sets in L
P 

 L
P 

LS	 On the other hand the class of cosparse NP sets is
only known to be located in L
P 

 and there exists an oracle relative to which some
cosparse NP set is not contained in L
P 

LS	 The question whether there exists
an oracle relative to which some NP set in P poly is not contained in L
P 

 is open	
In order to classify language classes not contained in NP e	g	 sets reducible to
sparse or tally sets the low and high hierarchies have been extended by Balc
azar
Book and Schoning BBS who dened the levels of the extended low and
high hierarchies	 Later on Allender and Hemachandra AH and Long and Sheu
LS rened the extended low and high hierarchies by introducing intermediate
levels based on the  and levels of the polynomialtime hierarchy respectively	
Very recently Sheu and Long SL proved that the extended low hierarchy is an
innite hierarchy see part ii of Proposition 	 below	
Denition  BBS
	 AH	 LS The   and levels of the extended
low hierarchy denoted EL
P 
k
 EL
P 
k
 and EL
P 
k
 respectively are dened as below
a EL
P 
k
 fA j 
P
k
A  
P
k
SATAg k  
b EL
P 
k
 fA j 
P
k
A  
P
k
SATAg k  
c EL
P 
k
 fA j 
P
k
A  
P
k
SAT Ag k  
Intuitively the extended low hierarchy classies sets according to how easily the
information encoded in the set can be extracted out of it	 More precisely a set A
is for example in the kth level of the extended low hierarchy if the information
that can be extracted out of oracle A by the 
P
k
	 operator is already accessible by
the 
P
k
	 operator provided that besides A the 
P
k
	 operator is additionally
given access to the NPcomplete set SAT in order to compensate for the loss in
unrelativized power w	r	t	 oracle A	 The next proposition gives a complete picture

of the inclusional structure of the levels of the extended low hierarchy and relates
them with the corresponding levels of the low hierarchy inside NP	
Proposition  BBS
	 AH	 LS	 SL
i EL
P 

 EL
P 

 EL
P 


ii For each k   EL
P 
k
  EL
P 
k
  EL
P 
k

  EL
P 
k


iii All levels of the extended low hierarchy are closed under Turing equivalence
iv For each k   NP   EL
P 
k
 L
P 
k
and NP   EL
P 
k
 L
P 
k

v For each k   NP   EL
P 
k
 L
P 
k

Note that because of i in the above proposition NP   EL
P 

 NP   EL
P 


NP   EL
P 

 L
P 

	
A wide variety of classes has been shown to be contained in the extended low
hierarchy	 We mention the following examples of classes located at the bottom
three levels APT stands for almost polynomial time MP IClogpoly is the
class of sets for which all input strings have low instance complexity OKSW
and the classes of Pselective Pclose and Pcheatable sets have been introduced
in Se Scb Be respectively"
EL
P 

 Tally sets BB APT LS IClogpoly AKM
EL
P 

 BPP Sca Pselective and Pcheatable sets ABG
EL
P 

 Sparse sets Pclose sets and sets that are truthtable reducible to some
sparse set LS sets that are bounded truthtable conjunctively or dis
junctively reducible to some sparse set AKM	
 Bounding the complexity of computing advice
All problems in P poly have low nonuniform complexity in the sense that for every
n there is a program e	g	 a Turing machine or a circuit of polynomial size
that solves all instances of length up to n in polynomial time	 Note that for a
set A being in P poly no restriction is imposed on the complexity of the advice
function i	e	 the complexity of computing a program for a given input length can
be arbitrarily high	 Consequently there is no limit on the uniform complexity of
A and in fact A might be nonrecursive	 For this reason in order to investigate
the complexity of computing advice functions for arbitrary sets A in P poly we
have to consider upper and lower complexity bounds relative to A	 The main
result of this section states that for every set A  P poly correct advice can be
computed in FPNP

A  
P

	 The proof is obtained by rening the techniques
used by Gavalda to derive the following upper bound	

Theorem  Gab Every set A in the class P poly has an advice function in
FPNP

A  
P


Gavaldas theorem is incomparable to the following previously known upper
bound which is due to Ko and Schoning	
Theorem  KS Sca Every set A in P poly has an advice function in
FP
P

A
On the other hand the following lower bounds are known for the complexity
of computing correct advice	 Gavalda and Watanabe constructed a set A in
P poly that is reducible to no sparse set in NPA   coNPA and hence has
no advice function in FPNPA   coNPA GW	 Further they showed that
there is a set B resp	 C in P poly that has no advice function in FPNP
m
B
resp	 FPNP
m
C WG	 By Theorem 	 improving these lower bounds to
FPNP

	 is at least as hard as showing that the polynomialtime hierarchy does
not collapse to 
P

	
As a side remark we note that there are close relationships between the comple
xity of computing correct advice for sets in P poly and other research topics as for
example polynomialtime query learnability and identity mapping networks we
refer the interested reader to Wat Gaa Gab WG	
In the following we recall the denitions and properties of hashing that we need	
Sipser Si used universal hashing originally invented by Carter and Wegman
CW to decide probabilistically whether a nite set X is large or small	 A
linear hash function h from 
p
to 
m
is given by a Boolean mpmatrix a
ij

and maps any string x  x

   x
p
 
p
to some string y  y

   y
m
where y
i

L
p
j
a
ij
x
j
	 We say that a family H  fh

     h
s
g of linear hash functions from

p
to 
m
hashes a set X  
p
if every x  X can be mapped to 
m
by some hash
function h
k
 H which avoids any collision between x and some other string in X"
x  X  k   k  s y  X " x  y  h
k
x  h
k
y
Note that the predicate H hashes X is in coNP provided that member
ship in the set X can be tested in NP	 More formally the set fhvHi j
H hashes the set X
v
g is in coNP if the sets X
v
are succinctly represented in such
a way that the language fhy vi j y  X
v
g is in NP	
We denote the set of all families H  fh

     h
s
g of s linear hash functions from

p
to 
m
by Hs pm and we say that a set X  
p
is hashable in Hs pm
if there exists a family H  Hs pm that hashes X	 In the case that the size s
of the hash families coincides with the dimension m of their range we simply write
Hmp instead of Hmpm	 It is easy to see that the set fhv 
s
 
p
 
m
i j X
v
is
hashable in Hs pmg can be decided in 
P

provided that membership in the set
X
v
is decidable in NP	 The following theorem is proved by a pigeonhole argument!
it provides an upper bound on the cardinality of hashable sets	

Theorem  Si If a set X  
p
is hashable in Hs pm then jXj  s 	 
m

On the other hand we get from the next theorem called Coding Lemma in
Si a lower bound on the cardinality of sets that are not hashable	
Theorem  Si Let X  
p
be a set of cardinality at most 
m
 Then the
probability that a uniformly at random chosen hash family H  Hmp hashes X
is at least  
By combining the above two theorems one can already obtain a rough estimation
for the cardinality of a given set X  
p
" let m be the minimum hash family size
such that X is hashable in Hmp! then 
m
 jXj  m
m
	 As shown in the next
theorem and in the subsequent lemma a much sharper estimation can be obtained
by estimating the size of the set X
r
for some large enough integer r  	 This
trick was for the rst time used by Stockmeyer to prove that any P function can
be approximated in polynomial time with the help of an oracle from 
P

St see
also Pi KST Ko	
Theorem  St For every P function f   and every polynomial q  
there is a F
P

function g such that for all strings x
 
gx  fx
fx
  qjxj
The following lemma shows how one can approximately nd out whether a
set X  
p
is of size smaller or larger than a given number " choose a suitable
integer r and test whether the set X
r
can be hashed by hash families of suitable
size	 If the answer is no then jXj is denitely larger than  otherwise though
we cannot conclude that jXj   it follows that jXj can be only slightly larger
than  how much larger depends on the choice of r	
Lemma 
 Let s p r be positive integers such that r  ps

 Then the following
implications hold for every set X  
p
and every      
p

jXj    X
r
is hashable in Hdr loge #  p 	 r
 jXj  #  s
Proof The rst implication is an immediate consequence of Theorem 	 and
holds independently of the choice of r	 To see the second implication observe that
it follows by Theorem 	 that X
r
is only hashable in Hdr loge #  p 	 r if
jX
r
j  dr loge#  	 
dr loge


Since dr loge #  	 
dr loge

  # r log 	 
r
 and since the inequalities
r  ps

and   
p
imply that  # r log   #  s
r
 the lemma follows	

Gavalda extended Sipsers Coding Lemma Theorem 	 to the case of a collec
tion X of exponentially many sets	 He proved that any collection of 
n
many sets
of suitable size can be simultaneously hashed by a hash family consisting of n#
times as many functions as compared to the case of a single set see Theorem 		
Theorem  Gab Let X be a collection of 
n
sets X

    X

n
 
p
 each of
cardinality at most 
m
 Then the probability that a uniformly at random chosen
hash family H  Hmn #  pm hashes every X
i
   i  
n
 is at least  
We now turn our attention back to the computation of advice functions for sets
in P poly	 Let A be in P poly witnessed by an interpreter set B  P and an
advice function h  poly	 By a padding argument we can assume that there is
a polynomial p such that for all n jh
n
j  pn	 We use the following notation
which is adopted from Gab	
 A string w is called a correct advice for A
n
w	r	t	 B if for all x  
n

x  A
 hxwi  B	
 A sample of A
n
is the encoding of a set of pairs of the form hx
i
 Ax
i
i
where x
i
 
n
	
 For any sample S  fhx

 b

i     hx
k
 b
k
ig of A
n
 let
ConsistentS  fw  
pn
j i  i  k " Bhx
i
 wi  b
i
g
be the set of all advice strings w of length pn that are correct on S	 The
cardinality of the set ConsistentS is denoted by cS	
 For any sample S of A
n
and any string x  
n
 let Acceptx S resp	
Rejectx S be the set of all consistent advice strings that accept x resp	
reject x	 That is Acceptx S  fw  ConsistentS j Bhxwi  g and
Rejectx S  fw  ConsistentS j Bhxwi  g	 Note that Acceptx S
and Rejectx S form a partition of the set ConsistentS	
Theorem  Every set A in P poly has an advice function in FPNP

A
P


Proof Let A be in P poly witnessed by an interpreter set B  P and an advice
function h  poly	 As before we can assume that jh
n
j  pn for some xed
polynomial p  	 We show that the function g dened as
g
n
  minfw  
pn
j w is a correct advice for A
n
w	r	t	 Bg
can be computed in polynomial time by an oracle transducerM using an oracle set
in NP

A  
P

	 The intuitive idea behind the algorithm performed by M is the
following" M on input 
n
rst computes a sample S of A
n
which has the property

that for every string x of length n the majority of all advice strings in ConsistentS
decides x correctly i	e	
x  A jAcceptx Sj  jRejectx Sj
Moreover the construction of S guarantees that the two sets Acceptx S and
Rejectx S are very dierent in size i	e	 for every x  
n
a large majority of
strings in ConsistentS is in the set
Correctx S  fw  ConsistentS j Bhxwi  Axg
of consistent advice strings that decide x correctly and only a small minority is in
the complementary set
Incorrectx S  fw  ConsistentS j Bhxwi  Axg
In addition to S machineM constructs a hash familyH that hashes simultaneously
all sets Incorrectx S x  
n
 but none of the sets Correctx S x  
n
	 Having
constructed S and H M uses the 
P

oracle set
U  fh
n
H ui j there exists a v such that juvj  pn and for all x  
n
it
holds that eitherBhx uvi   andH hashesRejectx S
or Bhx uvi   and H hashes Acceptx Sg
to determine by prex search the lexicographically rst correct advice string w
min
of length pn	
A formal description ofM is given in Figure  the polynomial r and the functions
lm are dened below	 Starting with the empty sample M constructs in the
loop a sample S and a hash family H  Hn #  	mS pnmS that hashes
simultaneously all sets Incorrectx S x  
n
	 By Theorem 	 the existence of
such a hash family is guaranteed provided that for all x  
n
 jIncorrectx Sj 

mS
	 HenceM extends S as long asM nds inside the loop an instance x  
n
for which jIncorrectx Sj is possibly larger than 
mS
	 This procedure is similar
to the socalled majority vote strategy due to D	 Angluin An	
During each execution of the loop M rst looks for an instance x  
n
such
that both of the two sets Acceptx S and Rejectx S and hence Incorrectx S
are reasonably large the exact meaning of the ifcondition will become clear
after Claim  below	 If such an x exists then M expands S by the pair
hxAxi and repeats the loop	 Otherwise M constructs a hash family H in
Hn #  	mS pnmS that hashes for every x  
n
exactly one of the two
setsAcceptx S andRejectx S by Claim  belowH cannot hash both of them	
Then M checks whether for some x  
n
 the set Incorrectx S is not hashed by
H	 In that case H must hash Correctx S and thus jIncorrectx Sj  cS 
by Claim  below	 Hence M expands S by the pair hxAxi and repeats the loop	
Otherwise H is the desired hash family and M determines the lexicographically
smallest correct advice string w
min
	

input 
n
S " 
loop
if there exists an x  
n
such that
there exist H

H

 HlS rn 	 pn such that
H

hashes Acceptx S
rn
and H

hashes Rejectx S
rn
then
construct by prex search the lexicographically rst such x
S " S  fhxAxig
else
construct by prex search the lexicographically rst hash family
H  Hn #  	mS pnmS such that for all x  
n

H hashes either Acceptx S or Rejectx S
if there exists an x  
n
such that H does not hash Incorrectx S
then
construct by prex search the lexicographically rst such x
S " S  fhxAxig
else exitloop end
end
end loop
compute the smallest correct advice string w
min
using oracle U
output w
min
Figure " An FPNP

A  
P

 algorithm for computing correct advice	
We now analyze the algorithm in more detail	 Observe that the function cS 
jConsistentSj is in P	 Thus by Theorem 	 it can be approximated by an
F
P

function within an arbitrarily small relative error i	e	 for every polynomial
q   which will be xed later there is a F
P

function c

such that
 
c

S cS
cS
  qn
Note that c

never underestimates c i	e	 c

actually is an upper bound for c	 To
obtain a lower bound for c we dene the function
c

S 
qn
qn # 
c

S 
By a padding argument we can assume that the number of correct advice strings
for A
n
in 
pn
is at least n # pn	 Hence the following inequalities can be
assumed to hold for every sample S of A
n
"
n # pn  c

S  cS  c

S  
pn
 

Next we choose the function m just small enough to guarantee that no hash
family H  Hn #  	mS pnmS is able to hash for some x  
n
both of
Acceptx S and Rejectx S
mS 

log
c

S
n# pn

 
Observe that as a consequence of  mS   for every sample S	
Claim  For every sample S and every x  
n
 only sets X  
pn
of size smaller
than cS  are hashable in Hn #  	mS pnmS
Proof of Claim  By Theorem 	 any family H  Hn #  	mS pnmS
can only hash sets X  
pn
of cardinality at most
n#  	mS 	 
mS

c

S
pn
log c

S by 

cS

 by 
  Proof of Claim 
Now we consider the test performed byM at the beginning of the loop to nd out
whether there exists an instance x  
n
such that Acceptx S and Rejectx S
are both reasonably large	 In order to check this by a 
P

predicate we use the fact
that Acceptx S and Rejectx S partition ConsistentS and let M make the
equivalent test whether neither of the two sets is close in size to ConsistentS	 To
increase the accuracy of the test M checks for a suitable polynomial r whether the
sets Acceptx S
rn
and Rejectx S
rn
are hashable by hash families of suitable
size	
Since cS  hxAxi  cS jIncorrectx Sj the number of loop iterations is
polynomially bounded provided that M expands S only by strings x such that for
some xed polynomial t
jIncorrectx Sj 
cS
tn

Hence it su$ces to choose the polynomials q and r and the parameter lS in such
a way that the following two implications hold"
jAcceptx Sj  
mS
and jRejectx Sj  
mS
 Acceptx S
rn
and Rejectx S
rn
are hashable in HlS rn 	 pn
 jAcceptx Sj  cS tn and jRejectx Sj  cS tn
Using the fact that Acceptx S and Rejectx S partition ConsistentS it is
easy to derive the validity of the above implications for t  q from the next
claim	 Dene lS  drn logc

S 
mS
e # 	

Claim  The polynomials q and r can be chosen such that for every set X  
pn

jXj  cS 
mS
 X
rn
is hashable in HlS rn 	 pn
 jXj  cS cS qn
Proof of Claim 	 The rst implication holds independently of the choice of the
polynomials q and r since if jXj  cS  
mS
 then we have by the choice of
lS
jX
rn
j 

cS 
mS

rn


c

S 
mS

rn
 
lS

Hence the hashability of X
rn
in HlS rn 	 pn follows by Theorem 		 To
derive the second implication let qn  n#pn	 By the choice of mS see
 above we have
mS   log
c

S
n# pn
   log
c

S
qn

From  it follows that
c

S 
mS

qn # 
qn
c

S
c

S
qn

qn  
qn
c

S 
By Lemma 	 we can choose for r a positive polynomial such that for every set
X  
pn
 X
rn
is only hashable in HlS rn 	 pn if
jXj 
qn # 
qn

c

S 
mS

 
Putting  and  together we get
jXj 
qn # 
qn
	
qn  
qn
c

S 
qn  
qn
cS
This completes the proof of Claim 	   Proof of Claim 	
To complete the proof of the theorem it remains to show that the computation of
M can be performed in FPNP

A
P

	 First observe that as argued above the
number of loop iterations and therefore the size of the sample S computed by M
is polynomially bounded since every extension of S cancels an inverse polynomial
fraction of strings from ConsistentS	 Since jSj is polynomially bounded c

S
and therefore also c

S lS and mS can be computed in polynomial time by
asking a 
P

oracle	 The evaluation of the conditions of the two ifstatements and
the prex searches in the positive case can be done in polynomial time by asking
an oracle in 
P

and NP

A respectively	 Similarly the prex search for the hash
family H can be performed under a 
P

oracle and as argued at the beginning of

the proof w
min
can be determined in polynomial time by asking the 
P

oracle set
U 	
The previous proof showsmore generally that every set A in C poly has an advice
function in FPNPA  C  
P

C where the NPA  C oracle can be decided
by an NP oracle machine that asks on each computation path at most one query
to A	 Thus using the fact that an NP   coNP oracle does not provide the class
NP and consequently none of the higher levels of the polynomialtime hierarchy
with any additional power i	e	 NPNP   coNP  NP Sc we easily get the
following extension of Theorem 		
Theorem  Every set A in NP   coNP poly has an advice function compu
table in FPNP

A  
P


Observe that it follows already from Theorems 	 and 	 that the classes P poly
and NP   coNP poly are contained in the third level EL
P 

of the extended
low hierarchy	 To show that P poly is contained in EL
P 

 it would su$ce to
improve the upper bound for computing correct advice to FNP

A 
P

 also
FNPA  NP would su$ce	 However such an improvement is not possible
since it would imply the containment of P poly in P log see e	g	 OKSW for a
proof of P log   P poly	 Rather the containment of P poly in EL
P 

follows from
our main result in the next section that on input 
n
 an FNPANP transducer
can compute a certain kind of census information that enables an NPA  NP
algorithm to decide whether a given advice string is correct for A
n
	
Closely related to the complexity of computing correct advice is the complexity
of tally set descriptions for sets in P poly  PTALLY Ha	 A tally set
description c	f	 GW for a set A in P poly is a tally set T such that A  PT 	
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 	 we get the following corollary which
improves the 
P

A upper bound for the complexity of tally set descriptions for
sets in P poly due to Ko and Schoning KS Sca but is incomparable with
the recent NPA  
P

 bound of Gavalda Gab	
Corollary  For every set A in the class P poly there exists a tally set T in
PNP

A  
P

 such that A  PT 
 Lowness
In this section we prove that P poly is contained in EL
P 

	 In order to obtain
the L
P 

lowness of all NP sets in P poly Ko and Schoning KS used the fact
that the correctness of a given advice string is decidable in coNPA	 This fact is
also the key to the EL
P 

lowness of P poly see BBS	 We show in Lemma 	
below that a set A in P poly is contained in EL
P 

provided that advice strings
can be checked for correctness by an NPNP  A algorithm that takes advice of

an F
P

NPA function	 In the subsequent Theorem 	 we rene the techniques
of the previous section and apply a census argument to show that indeed every set
A in P poly fullls the assumptions of Lemma 		
Lemma  Let A  P poly witnessed by an interpreter set B  P and an advice
function h  poly Assume that jh
n
j  pn for some polynomial p and that the
language
C  fh
n
 wi j w is a correct advice string of length pn for A
n
wrt Bg
is in NPNPA F
P

NP A Then A is in EL
P 


Proof Since the 
P
k
classes are closed under the 	 operator

i	e	 
P
k
  
P
k
see also CS it su$ces to prove the inclusion of 
P

A in 
P

NPA	 Let L be
a set in 
P

A	 By the quantier characterization of the polynomialtime hierarchy
St Wr there exists a deterministic polynomialtime oracle machine M such
that
L  fx j yz " hx y zi  LMAg
where the quantiers range over all strings of length qjxj for some xed polynomial
q	 Further there is a polynomial t such that on input hx y zi machine M asks
only queries of length at most tjxj	 Let L

be the language
L

 fhxw
	
     w
tjxj
i j yz " hx y z w
	
     w
tjxj
i  LM

g
where on input hx y z w
	
     w
tjxj
iM

simulatesM on input hx y zi answering
each oracle query u according to whether huw
juj
i  B	 Then L

 
P

 and we have
that x is in L if and only if
w
	
     w
tjxj
" hxw
	
     w
tjxj
i  L

and i  i  tjxj " h
i
 w
i
i  C
Thus L is in NPNPA FP
tt
NPNPA  P
tt
NPNPA  
P

NPA	
Now we prove our main result that for every set A in P poly the correctness of a
given advice string can be checked by an NPNPA algorithm that takes advice
of an F
P

NP A function	
Theorem  Let A  P poly witnessed by an interpreter set B  P and an
advice function h  poly where jh
n
j  pn for some polynomial p Then the
language
C  fh
n
 wi j w is a correct advice string of length pn for A
n
wrt Bg
is in NPNPA F
P

NP A

Since for every oracle class C C is contained in P
tt
C and since P
tt
NP is contained
in NP as shown in He BH	 via a proof that relativizes it follows that NPC 
P
tt
P
tt
NPCP
tt
NPCNPC Hence for C  
P
k
we have 
P
k
  
P
k


input h
n
 w ki
 k is assumed to be the advice provided by function g on 
n

guess x

     x
k
 
n
S " fhx

 Ax

i     hx
k
 Ax
k
ig
guess H  Hln k rn 	 pn
if H hashes ConsistentS
rn
then
guess H

 Hn # mn k pnmn k
if for all x  
n
either Bhxwi   and H

hashes Rejectx S
or Bhxwi   and H

hashes Acceptx S
then accept else reject end
else reject end
Figure " An NPNP A algorithm for checking correct advice	
Proof We show that C can be decided by a nondeterministic machine M

that
uses an NPA oracle and gets advice from a function g in F
P

NPA	 A formal
description ofM

is given in Figure  the polynomial r and the FP functions l and
m are dened below	
As in the proof of Theorem 	 M

determines a sample S of A
n
such that for
all instances x  
n
 the set Incorrectx S is small compared to Correctx S	
However S is now guessed by M

rather than computed deterministically	 As
asserted by Claim  below there exists such a sample of size k  g
n
	 Moreover
M

can verify that a guessed sample S of size k indeed has the desired property by
guessing a hash family H of appropriate size and checking whether H hashes the
set ConsistentS
rn
	
Claim  For every polynomial t   there are a polynomial r functions d l in FP
and an F
P

NP A function g such that for all n
i there exists a sample S of A
n
of size g
n
 such that the set ConsistentS
rn
is hashable in Hln g
n
 rn 	 pn and
ii for every sample S as in i cS  d

n g
n
 # 

and jIncorrectx Sj 
d

n g
n
 # 

tn for all x  
n

The basic idea behind the proof of Claim  is the following" Let c
 
n j 
min
jSjj
cS	 Then for any sample S and for all instances x  
n
we have that
jIncorrectx Sj  cS  c
 
n jSj # 	 The polynomial r and the functions
l d are chosen in such a way that the hashability of the set ConsistentS
rn
in
Hln j rn 	 pn guarantees that cS can only be slightly larger than dn j	
On the other hand the value g
n
 has the property that dn g
n
 is very close
to c
 
n g
n
 # 	 Hence any of the sets Incorrectx S x  
n
 must be small
if jSj  g
n
 and ConsistentS
rn
is hashable in Hln g
n
 rn 	 pn	

We rst nish the description of M

 before we give a formal proof for Claim 	
After guessing a sample S of size k and verifying that ConsistentS
rn
is hashable
in Hln k rn 	 pn M

guesses a hash family H

and checks whether for all
x  
n

 H

hashes either Acceptx S or Rejectx S and
 H

hashes Rejectx S if and only if Bhxwi  	
Assuming that k  g
n
 we know by Claim  that the sets Incorrectx S are
small compared to Correctx S	 In the sequel we choose the function m and the
polynomial t such that H

is not able to hash any of the sets Correctx S	
In order to guarantee that any H

 Hn # mn k pnmn k hashes at
most one of the two sets Acceptx S and Rejectx S if cS  dn k #  we
dene the function m as
mn k 

log
dn k # 
n# pn

 
Without limitation of generality we can assume that the number of correct advice
strings for A
n
in 
pn
is not smaller than n # pn	 Hence also dn k # 
can be assumed to be not smaller than n # pn implying that mn k  	
By the denition of m it follows from Theorem 	 that H

can only hash sets X
of cardinality
jXj  n #  	mn k 	 
mn k

d

n k # 

pn
log d

n k # 

 by 
 cS  since d

n k # 

 cS  
pn

Next we choose the polynomial t such that for every sample S as in part i
of Claim  there exists a hash family H

 Hn # mn k pnmn k that
hashes simultaneously all sets Incorrectx S x  
n
	 By Theorem 	 such a
family exists if jIncorrectx Sj  
mn k
for all x  
n
	 Let tn  n#pn
then it follows from part ii of Claim  and from  that for every x  
n

jIncorrectx Sj  d

n k # 

n# pn
 
mn k

To summarize if S is a sample as in part i of Claim  and if H

is a hash
family from Hn # mn k pnmn k that hashes for every x  
n
one of
the sets Acceptx S and Rejectx S then H

hashes for every x  
n
the set
Incorrectx S but not the set Correctx S	 Hence x  A if and only if H

hashes
the set Rejectx S and x  A if and only if H

hashes the set Acceptx S	

This shows that exactly the advice strings w  
pn
that are correct for A
n
are
accepted by M

 provided that the correct value k  g
n
 is given along with the
input	
It remains to prove Claim 	 Let
dn j  
pn



tn

j

Since dn   
pn
 c
 
n  and since c
 
n j  n#pn for all j   there
exists a j such that dn j  c
 
n j and dn j #   c
 
n j #  implying that
c
 
n j c
 
n j#  dn j dn j#	 In the sequel we show how to compute
by binary search a value k for which the dierence between c
 
n k and c
 
n k#
is almost bounded by dn k dn k # 	
By Lemma 	 there is a polynomial r   such that for every set X  
pn
and all j   such that dn j  
jXj  dn j  X
rn
is hashable in Hln j rn 	 pn 
 jXj 
tn # 
tn
dn j 
where ln j  drn log dn je # 	 The advice function g is dened by the
following algorithm which on input 
n
outputs g
n
	
input 
n
k " 
k

" minfj  N j
tn

tn
dn j  n# png
repeat
j " bk # k

 c
if there exists a sample S of A
n
of cardinality j such that
ConsistentS
rn
is hashable in Hln j rn 	 pn
then k " j else k

" j end
until k

 k # 
output k
First observe that the initial value of k

is polynomially bounded in n	 Hence
the number of iterations of the repeatloop is logarithmically bounded	 Since the
condition of the ifstatement can be evaluated in NPNPA it follows that g can
be computed in F
P

NP A	
To see that the rst statement of the claim is fullled notice that the predicate
there exists a sample S of A
n
of cardinality k such that ConsistentS
rn
is
hashable in Hln k rn 	 pn is an invariant of the repeatloop	 The predicate
is clearly fullled whenever the value of k changes inside the loop and by  above
it also holds for the initial value k   since dn   
pn
	

To prove part ii let S be an arbitrary sample of size g
n
 such that
ConsistentS
rn
is hashable in Hln g
n
 rn 	 pn	 By  it follows that
cS 
tn # 
tn
d

n g
n


 
Furthermore also the predicate there does not exist a sample S

of size k

for which
the set ConsistentS


rn
is hashable in Hln k

 rn 	 pn is an invariant of
the repeatloop	 Notice that by  this is true for the initial value of k

 and
it clearly remains true afterwards	 Therefore since after the last execution of the
repeatloop we have k

 k#  g
n
# it follows from  that for every sample
S

of size at most g
n
 #  and consequently for the sample S
cS

  d

n g
n
 # 

 
Finally we have to show that for all x  
n
 Incorrectx S is of cardinality at
most dn g
n
 # % tn	 By way of a contradiction assume that there exists an
x  
n
such that jIncorrectx Sj  dn g
n
 # % tn	 Then it follows that
cS  fhxAxig  cS d

n g
n
 # 

tn

tn # 
tn
d

n g
n


 d

n g
n
 # 

tn by 


tn # 
tn 


tn

d

n g
n
 # 

 d

n g
n
 # 

 since tn  
contradicting inequality 	 This completes the proof of the claim and of the
theorem	
By combining the previous theorem with Lemma 	 we get the main result of
the paper	
Theorem  P poly is contained in EL
P 


Observe that the proof of Theorem 	 actually shows more generally that for a
set A in C poly correct advice can be recognized in NPNPCA F
P

NPC
A	 Therefore we also obtain the following extension of Theorem 		
Theorem  NP   coNP poly is contained in EL
P 


As a direct consequence of Theorems 	 and 	 we get an improvement of Ko
and Schonings result that NP   P poly is contained in L
P 

KS	
Corollary  NP   NP   coNP poly is contained in L
P 



Since all 
SN
T
complete sets for NP are contained in H
P 

 H
P 

 and since a set
in L
P 

cannot be at the same time in H
P 

unless the polynomialtime hierarchy
collapses to 
P

LS we have the following corollary	
Corollary 
 If there exists a 
SN
T
complete set for NP in NP   coNP poly
then the polynomialtime hierarchy collapses to 
P


The above corollary improves the result of Ko and Schoning KS that there
exists no 
SN
T
complete set for NP in P poly unless the polynomialtime hierarchy
collapses to 
P

 and extends the result of Kadin Ka that there exists no co
sparse 
SN
T
complete set for NP unless the polynomialtime hierarchy collapses to

P

	
 Optimality
Long and Sheu LS rened the notion of extended lowness as follows	

For a
class C of languages and a class F of functions from N to N  let P
CF 
denote the
class of sets decidable by some deterministic polynomialtime oracle machine that
for some function f  F asks on inputs of length n at most fn many adaptive
queries to some oracle C  C	 Then for each k  
EL
P F
k

n
A
	
	
	
P
k
A  P

P
k 
SATAF 
o

Note that by the discussion at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 	
EL
P Ologn
k
 EL
P 
k
for k  	 Long and Sheu proved the following lower bound
results for sparse sets in the rened extended low hierarchy	
Theorem  LS Let fn " N  N be any function for which there exists a
constant c   such that fn  c 	 logn innitely often Then there exists a sparse
set S such that 
P

S  P
NPSATSfn
 implying that S  EL
P ffg


Theorem  LS Let fn " N  N be any function such that for all constants
c   fn  c 	 logn innitely often Then there exists a sparse set S such that

P

S  P
NPSATSOfn
 implying that S  EL
P Ofn


Theorems 	 and 	 still leave open the possibility that every sparse set is
contained in
S
fOlogn
EL
P ffg

	 However by slightly rening the proof techniques
that lead to Theorem 	 a sparse set S can be constructed that for every single
f  Ologn is not contained in EL
P ffg

	

Actually the denition for EL
P F
k
given in LS	 is slightly more restrictive than the one given
here but their lower bound results for sparse sets Theorems  and  are not aected by our
extension

Theorem  There exists a sparse set S such that for every function f 
Olog n 
P

S  P
NPSATSfn
 implying that S 
S
fOlogn
EL
P ffg


From these results we can conclude that the lower and upper bounds for the
location of P poly in the extended low hierarchy are as tight as possible	
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